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bfa – Support We’ve Given Over The
Covid-19 Crisis
Over the last 12 weeks the bfa have created several support mechanisms for both Franchisor’s and
Franchisee’s. The team have listened to the needs of our members and created a support package for
the industry to continue to network and learn from one another during these unique times.

Support
given over

COVID-19

352

bfa Support
Forums

1023

MEMBERS

ATTENDEES

30 minute sessions giving you
advice and guidance on an ever
changing environment.

Your platform to ask questions,
share your knowledge and
network within the industry

202

125

ATTENDEES

Advice and support for
Franchisee’s, each week diving
into a specific subject to
support franchisee’s

Sessions

15

Average
attendees

38

Sessions

26

Average
attendees

bfa Franchisee
Community Hub

ATTENDEES

Franchisor
PowerHour

A virtual area for franchisee’s to
network and share experiences
with there peers

Hosted by Pip Wilkins, giving
you the chance to ask questions
and share experiences with
your peers

11

Sessions

38

MEMBERS

251

Franchisee
PowerHour

8

bfa Franchise
Surgeries

22

Average
attendees

Average Attendees
per Session

26

40
1023
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A New Normal For
Photographers
I have specialised in newborn photography for 15 years now. I had to close my business like many others
when Covid-19 hit, but last week I have been able to reopen my studio following government guidelines.
I am also Co Founder of Photography for Little People with my mum, Jan Massey. We franchised our
company in 2008. It is beneficial to our franchisees to have me working in a franchise area as well as
running the franchise company as franchisor. My studio is my passion and I love every minute with my
clients.
During Covid-19 we have worked with our franchisees to guide them through the pandemic and be
prepared for the bounce forward when the government advises it is safe to do so.
I have had families in the studio that have had their babies during lockdown and their stories are
incredible. I have followed government guidelines but have also gone above and beyond with PPE to keep
these families, especially the babies safe. I feel blessed but guilty at the same time that I have held some
of these babies before grandparents.
It’s been a very emotional week with a lot of preparation and expense. I am proud that I have been able
to work with these precious lockdown babies to create beautiful memories for their families to treasure
forever.

I went to Melanie on the 15th June for a newborn shoot. At first I was a little apprehensive because of the
current coronavirus pandemic. As soon as I entered the building I felt at ease I could see the precautions/
changes that had been put in place, the studio had been deep cleaned, there was hand sanitiser, face masks
and shoe coverings at the door ready for us to put on and use. Melanie was very professional throughout the
whole shoot. The studio was immaculately clean, there was also hand sanitiser for us to use during the shoot,
the props were set out ready (a different set of props for each child) to avoid contamination. Melanie wore a
facemask & apron throughout our visit to ensure our baby girl was safe. I felt comfortable and relaxed knowing
Melanie had gone above and beyond to ensure we were as safe as possible. I would recommend Melanie to
anybody, shes amazing and so are our photos, I can’t wait to get our final piece
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Lockdown leadership,
shifting strategies &
record results
How thinking outside the box smashed previous benchmarks – for franchisees and
franchisor
Not long before the pandemic hit, we had an
excited new franchise owner chomping at the
bit. The formal training that Gareth attended had
gone really well and the build up to his business
launch was only weeks away. Gareth is a proud
Welshman and his home territory of Newport
was about to see a complete transformation in
customer service and enjoy a quality, professional
window cleaning service.
Usually at this point, we adopt a proven prelaunch marketing plan that has historically always
provided over 50 customers in a franchisee’s first
month of trading. But COVID-19 was looming, so
we jointly decided to pull the campaign and
re-think the situation.
A new online portal was found and we posted
various articles, which were not only well
received, but actually produced 58 live customers
and £3,405 of revenue to date, as well as repeat
ongoing business. Success – but we wanted
more…

New normal? Time for a new
approach

Traditionally a third-party distribution company
would implement a leaflet campaign. During
lockdown, this was not appropriate and we were
concerned over potential brand damage. Leaflets
had always produced good returns and we had
to re-evaluate how we would distribute, and with
what.
A new COVID-19 leaflet was produced,
reassuring the potential customer of the necessary
precautions we were taking. But what about
the distribution method? Well, Royal Mail was
still delivering post and this seemed to be an
acceptable and trusted form of distribution by the
public. Furthermore, we had noticed a decline in
leaflets that were being distributed by Royal Mail.
Had other companies taken their foot off the
pedal? Was this the time to strike?
We held our breath and the Royal Mail leaflet
drop, along with a new, unproven design of leaflet,
commenced. The results speak for themselves:
52 enquiries leading to 51 regular customers and
a campaign that quickly more than paid for itself.
A couple of pints of Welsh Brains beer were
enjoyed!
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Continued...

The results are in...
We always scrutinise the first month’s data in a
new franchise, as an initial comparison of success.
Gareth had smashed all previous records – in
fact, one of his week’s revenues amounted to
£1,400, which was more than our pilot franchisee
in Canterbury achieved in his entire first month!
Learning, adapting and trailing is so important for
any business and ours is no exception.
On that theme, Gareth’s launch success has been
far from the only highlight of the last few months:
we have actually successfully partnered, trained
and launched a further four franchise owners in
the lockdown period. Amazing!

Our pride comes through our
franchisees’ attitudes in these difficult
times, summed up beautifully by
Gareth: “Here’s to many more records,
hopefully the next wave of franchisees
can break them working from our
experiences.” Spot on

Not only that, but our existing partners have
continued to expand their businesses during
2020. Alan in Canterbury has now gone multivan and has over 600 regular customers; Josh
in Bournemouth has enjoyed his highest week’s
turnover since he launched.
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Betterclean’s Proactive
Nature During The Pandemic
Betterclean Services offer one of the lowest cost
Management Franchises on the market with a
hugely successful business system built around the
provision of commercial cleaning services to local
businesses. We provide initial and ongoing training
and support across all areas and take an active
role in ensuring your success.
“The clarity and simplicity of the whole franchise
package, adding to that the professional approach
and initial discussion with Mike who was clear and
supportive from the start. Betterclean franchising are
continuously offering all available support, starting
with the Sales & Marketing of the business all the
way to assistance and advise in the general approach
of running the business, we found the support from
the team at head office to be extremely valuable
especially Dan, Mike and Abbie.”
– Nader Srouji, Managing Director of Betteclean
Services Milton Keynes.
Our franchise owners have been fully supported
through the current pandemic. Communication
has been key over the last few months to ensure
everyone is connected by holding regular network
video calls. Not only have we kept in touch with
our franchise owners we have kept our online
presence alive so regular clients and prospects
know we are continuing to support businesses
during this period with our updated processes,
systems, chemicals and equipment to help tackle
Covid-19. We have had to adapt and become
flexible during this time due to the lockdown
restrictions, by creating multiple website updates
allowed our franchise owners to contact new
prospects without visiting sites.

Our franchise owners have been constantly
updated with the current government guidelines
and information, as well as provided with guidance
and advice around obtaining finance through
the CBIL and BBL schemes. They have been
given advice on furloughing staff and how to
bring them off furlough as businesses start to
open. Information on new initiatives and business
opportunities around deep cleaning and sanitising
of workplaces have been provided.
Treat packages have been sent out and a Virtual
Fitness Challenge have been set by Head Office.
Our lockdown fitness challenge is to walk, jog run
or swim the 898 miles between each Betterclean
territories across the UK. This has been a great
way of involving everyone and keeping active.
“Betterclean head office was very proactive during the
pandemic, with solutions that assisted us to be more
professional and active in supporting our clients, the
numerous video conferencing calls that were arranged
involving the whole network were very informative
and gave us the sense that we (Head office and the
rest of the Network) are all operating as one unit
with a visible touch of “family business” feel.”
– Nader Srouji
Commercial cleaning is a recession proof sector
and we understand the uncertainty of investing
in a franchise at this time, but we wanted to
reassure you that our business model still works.
We are delighted to see our network growing
during this period, we have continued to sign
new Franchise Owners due to our solid business
model and the increase in demand for the services
our franchise owners provide.
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TAB’s Business Model Creates
Collaboration Between Our
Clients And Business Owners
The essence of TAB’s business model is about
creating collaboration between our clients (SME
business owners), so they can tap into each
other’s knowledge, experience and wisdom. Our
whole model therefore has always required great
communications, both within the TAB network,
and beyond to our clients and suppliers.
When COVID hit we reacted quickly and turbocharged the depth and frequency of contact with
our community and contacts.
In pre-Covid times our clients benefited from 2
meetings a month (a 1-to-1 session with one with
our franchisees, and a board-style meeting with
fellow business owners). During Covid we offered
2 meetings a week as we recognised our clients
needed much more help and support.

This extra support was easy to implement as we
made the immediate decision to do everything
virtually using Zoom. We helped our franchisees
with this by paying for their Zoom licence for 6
months.
One of the first major decisions we took was
about our annual franchisee conference. The plan
had been to have around 50 people in Leeds for
a 3-day conference from 23rd March. We had a
great agenda lined up so with 2 weeks to go we
agreed to re-work things and turn it into a 100%
virtual conference. It required content and format
changes and learning about Zoom break-out
rooms to ensure we didn’t lose the interaction
(and this was before most of us had even heard
of these, never mind used them!). It was a huge
success and gave our community confidence that
if we could run an event like this, running smaller
virtual meetings was going to be do-able and
valuable.
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Continued...
Knowing how much our clients needed TAB now
more than ever, we also made the decision to
communicate our ‘we’re here to help’ message
with our clients by telling them;
•

•

•

Now is not the time to leave behind our
support, so please do NOT resign, we can
talk about your monthly fees if that’s an
issue
As a result, we’ve had less than 10 clients
across the UK resign as a result of COVID
(out of 400+), despite many of the 		
businesses experiencing serious challenges
On average, our franchisees saw a dip in
their monthly revenue of between 10%
and 20% through April and May due to
agreeing reductions in monthly fees. Fees
are now starting to return to pre-COVID
levels

In terms of new client acquisition, the processes
our franchisees use have adapted very well to
the virtual world, to the extent that we may
keep some elements virtual even when we’re
able to meet with prospects face-to-face. Our
franchisees are currently finding it easier to get
in touch with prospects and can run their “sales”
process the same way as normal (just virtually).
As a result, our net number of clients has
increased since pre-COVID.
Our 2 newest franchisees signed during lockdown in March, trained at the end of April (all
re-worked and run virtually), and are now signing
clients. They will both be launching their first
“TAB Boards” in July which is exactly the same
timescales as “normal”.
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Energie Fitness Take Over
Through Lockdown
The board of énergie Fitness has today (22 June),
confirmed that a successful management buy-out
of the business has been led by Jan Spaticchia,
with the backing of ten private investors and RM
Funds, the company’s existing secured lender.
A number of energie’s original foundershareholders, such as Steve Philpott, David Beattie
and the Ashley family, have invested in the new
business, alongside Spaticchia.
Spaticchia founded énergie in 2003, before going
on to sell it in August 2019. The opportunity for
a buyback came in May this year. At the time, the
directors of énergie brought in specialist, FRP
Advisory, to look at options for recapitalising the
company, with one potential way forward being a
sale.
The business was marketed and attracted a
number of interested parties – a mixture of
private equity and trade entities. The MBO, led by
Spaticchia, was named as the winning bid.
The sale process has been proceeding over the last
three weeks.
A new company has been formed to acquire the
business, trade and assets of the énergie Group
and the successful MBO team is putting in place
a significantly strengthened executive and a new
corporate structure.
Spaticchia will work as executive chair, while
énergie veterans, Peter Croney and Fintan
Donohue will take up board positions, along with
Steve Philpott and Pietro Nicholls, who is principal
portfolio manager at RM Funds.

subsidiary to spearhead global expansion.
Commenting on the deal, Spaticchia said: “The
énergie community has an authentic commitment to
transforming the fitness and wellbeing of its members.
“With today’s vital focus on health, it’s an honour to
be able to play a part in enabling the company to
contribute to the national recovery from COVID-19.
“We’ll be working together as a team to ensure
énergie continues to deliver its very special brand of
fitness to the benefit of everyone in its community.”
Commenting on the deal, Nicholls said: “We are very
pleased to continue to support énergie under Jan
Spaticchia and the original management team as the
new owners.
“We have a strong belief in the énergie model and in
the team’s ability to continue to grow the brand and
its network of passionate local owners.”
Steve Philpott, director and co-founder of the original
énergie business, has stepped back in to invest in the
MBO, saying: “Jan Spaticchia built énergie from the
ground up and has been one of the fitness industry’s
most resilient and successful entrepreneurs.”
“This MBO will see him back in charge of the
company he created, at a time when the UK fitness
industry is most in need of passionate and committed
leadership.”

They are joined by an executive team, including
Eve Gonsalves and John Jempson, along with
former CEO, Neil King, who takes up the role of
MD of a new UK operating subsidiary.
Spaticchia will also continue to act as vice-chair
at BMF, the outdoor fitness franchise specialist,
which is part-owned by Bear Grylls and backed by
Chris St George and NM Capital. The company
has outlined ambitions for international growth,
establishing énergie International Licensing as a
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FranRec Offers A Unique Blend Of
Franchise Know-How And Recruitment
Excellence

Our unique blend of Franchise Know-How and Recruitment Excellence provides un-rivalled, cost
effective, staff solutions for key franchising roles within your business.
Finding candidates with experience in Franchising is time consuming and can be very costly. FranRec will
connect you directly to the Franchise Talent pool.
Using our Franchise know-how, we pre-screen and asses each candidate against your key criteria and
only introduce candidates that tick all the boxes.
FranRec operates a ‘fair fee’ policy with built in guarantees to safeguard your investment. Right People in
the Right Seats at the Right Price.
We are proud members of the British Franchise Association and delighted to offer all bfa members a
special discounted rate - based on the average hire a saving of £2,000 in agency fees.
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Doing It Differently
By James Thomas QFP,
Commercial Manager
at d&t
ABOUT JAMES:
Having set up his own business in Oxford, through to project
management and working in operations for a Franchise Network.
James can relate to the hurdles of running both an SME and a
franchise business; ensuring that our service levels are meeting all the
requirements of our clients.
The business landscape has suddenly changed.
The storm has already fostered adaptation for
the survival of the fittest and as a result, many
franchisors are now developing new ways of
working and supporting franchisees. It’s a case of
not just ‘peddling the same bike faster through the
rain’ but considering different ways to interact and
sell to customers in the brave new world we now
find ourselves in.
So, what if I told you that you could not only
innovate, but also make huge tax saving in the
process?
Research and development tax relief is designed
to support Limited companies that work on
innovative projects in science and technology.
According to HMRC, it can “be claimed by
companies that seek to research or develop an
advance in their field.”
However, these rules relate to R&D projects,
relevant for any business or franchise working on
new products or services, or for any company
considering longer-term R&D projects. Tax relief
can even be claimed on unsuccessful projects, so
there has never been a better time to invest time
and resources into innovative product planning.
To claim R&D Corporation Tax relief your project
needs to meet specific criteria and if so, the
R&D qualifies for an additional 130% of qualifying
costs to be claimed for tax purposes. So, for
a company qualifying for £100k worth of R&D,

there are additional qualifying costs of £130k
taking the total to £230K. This is a huge amount!
It can reduce the corporation tax liability by
£130k x 19% = £24.7k. Alternatively, if the
company records a loss, a repayable R&D tax
credit of 14.5% can be claimed, resulting in a
welcome cash boost to the business.
More information about R&D tax relief can
found on www.gov.uk. However, if navigating
the in-depth rules and regulations, is a little
overwhelming our friendly advisors who
understand the details and can cut through the
jargon to guide you through the process.
Last year, our team completed an R&D claim
for a client, which resulted in a corporation tax
repayment of £63k. This is just one example
of significantly valuable tax break for Limited
Companies undertaking R&D work and well
worth the effort to see if suitable projects qualify
for the criteria set out.
If you are developing new products or services
to the market, creating a suitable business plan
is also advisable. This is essential to secure any
necessary investment funding needed but also
to research the market and outline how you or
your franchisees will reach sales goals for the
new solution. Remember, it is easier to source
sufficient funding at the outset of a project, than
realising six months down the line a cash injection
is needed.
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Continued...
A detailed business plan and forecast that includes clear milestones will ensure that if you sell £1K of the
new product, you know if that is good or bad.
In this way, a business plan needs to become a bit like a roadmap. It should cover the direction the
business is going and how it’s going to get there, taking into consideration all the non-financial and
financial elements which may come into play.

Richard Holden, head of franchising at Lloyds Banking Group explains: “Any business owner needs to
look carefully at their profit forecast and cash flow moving forwards. Do get advice from organisations and
accountants like d&t who help with business planning and forecasting, to ensure any loan repayments are
realistic when it’s time to repay them. Franchises should ensure their lending applications are limited to what
they are likely to need and ensure they can afford that commitment they are taking on. Financial assistance is
available to business owners looking at well researched and innovative product or service development.”

Franchising is a robust industry.
It will weather the storm.
However, adopting an agile approach and adapting to the new environment we find ourselves working
in can offer new benefits to franchisees. The good news is that there are significant tax breaks for
franchisors looking to innovate and adjust their roadmap. However, careful modelling and planning will
ultimately ensure more successful outcomes. As we weather this storm just consider is it better to
peddle the same bike faster or perhaps use an alternative mode of transport to help reach our business
goals?
Do something differently today. For further information please see: https://www.team-dt.com/
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2 Circles Keeping
Connected
At 2 Circles we have been helping our customers, both old and new, to keep connected with their staff
and clients during the COVID lockdown. There are 3 key ways we have been helping businesses achieve
this:
1.

Keep Connected - high speed and reliable broadband has never been more important. With
a huge increase in video calling and remote-working, we have been making sure staff have the
right service at home through a mixture of fibre broadband, unlimited 4G data SIMs across all
major networks, and keeping their home networks secure

2.

Never Miss a Call – our hosted VoIP solution has helped businesses to ensure that their calls are
always answered, and our mobile app has ensured a seamless transition from their desk to their
home environment. Transferring calls from remote locations can be done seamlessly and easily.

3.

Free Consultancy – our team are on hand to provide free support and advice on all the options
available and take away the headache of dealing with the networks direct. We don’t use 		
laborious ‘press 1, press 2’ menus, and your call will be answered within 3 rings by a dedicated
account manager.

Here’s what some of the franchisees have
to say about us:
“One of the main reasons I chose to use 2 Circles
for my services is their umbrella of supply offering
for telephony, broadband and mobiles. We get all
our services on one bill managed by Kirsty, our point
of contact. If I ever need something resolved, all it
takes is one phone call. A member of staff will always
answer the phone within 3 to 4 rings, I never get
bounced around between departments or wait on
hold as experienced previously with other suppliers.
We also upgraded our phone system to VoIP and
broadband connection to a dedicated leased line
based on the growing requirements of the business,
and we now have a reliable solution in place. I have
no hesitation in recommending 2 Circles to other BFA
members.”

“Our business has been with 2 Circles for a number
of years and during this time the service has been
exceptional. We had an issue with our phone line due
to lack of internet connection, which is not provided
by 2 Circles, the team were brilliant and were able
to liaise with our IT support and internet provider to
resolve the issue promptly. Their communication was
seamless, and they continued to check up after the
issue was resolved to ensure we were happy with the
service. I would definitely recommend 2 Circles, their
experience, reliability and pleasant manner allows
them to provide a friendly and professional service.”
Ashley Gaffney – Water Babies

Ben Jones – Pirtek, Edinburgh

If you’d like to find out exactly how your business
can benefit, please get in touch with one of our
consultants on 03456 200222, or just email your
contact details to bfa@2circlesconsulting.com and
we will be in touch.
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The Challenges &
Opportunities Facing The
Franchising Industry Since
The COVID-19 Lockdown
As with every business, industry and economy,
the Covid-19 pandemic has undoubtedly had a
profound effect on the franchising industry. The
new decade started with a forward-thinking
outlook in the UK. A new government with
an agenda to “get Brexit done” emerged - and
whether or not you agreed with Brexit - the fact
is that many businesses were optimistic and had
confidence in the economic outlook. There was
a noticeable increase in a wide range of sectors
looking to franchise their businesses.

There is no doubt that franchises experienced
strength through their network and a real sense
of working together to get through the challenges
the pandemic continues to present. It is also
noticeable that franchisors have used lockdown
as an opportunity to reassess operations,
technologies and maybe to make improvements
to their business models. Online ordering and
delivery options are an example of solutions that
franchisors have evaluated and on which we have
provided our input.

The outbreak of Covid-19 in the Europe and the
subsequent lockdown from mid-March changed
this overnight. I remember travelling to the
Franchise Expo in March on a near empty train –
totally surreal but it certainly brought the situation
to the fore and served as an indication of what lay
ahead.

The last three months has seen the emergence
of the “new normal”. Businesses of all shapes
and sizes have adapted to the new trading
environment and are eagerly anticipating
the easing of lockdown and assessing the
opportunities moving forward.

The Covid-19 pandemic brought a sudden sense
of uncertainty to our lives as lockdown hit
businesses hard. Business owners had to respond
quickly with sales, costs, people, and cashflow at
the centre of decision-making. Many new clients
put consultancy projects on-hold and clients in
the process of developing franchising programmes
evaluated their franchising plans and timescales.
However, some businesses in recession-proof
industries or those experiencing sustained high
demand took the decision to continue their
franchising strategy.
Our role as consultants, offering ongoing advice
and support to clients remained our focus
but with a change in emphasis to providing a
resource for guidance on to how best support
franchisees through the pandemic both financially
and operationally and how to innovate and
exploit opportunities to pivot their businesses to
continue trading. Clients contacted us for advice
on a range of topics such as the government
grants and loan schemes, franchise agreements,
operations manuals, and franchise fees.

This has to led to a new optimism in the franchise
industry. The core obligation of franchisors in
providing support and guidance to franchisees
and the strength of a branded network are seen
as having genuine value to businesses across all
sectors versus independent operators.
The result is now a significant increase in
enquiries from businesses looking to franchise
and to scale-up. Businesses have used lockdown
to develop new strategies for growth and
for some, that means franchising. Particularly
apparent is businesses in recession-proof or
high demand sectors considering franchising is a
route for expansion. In the fast-paced Covid-19
environment, new opportunities for franchising
are resulting in new optimism.
Finally, the other change that existing franchisors
are experiencing is a substantial increase in
franchise enquiries. This is driven by people
evaluating their work / life balance, the threat of
redundancy or simply deciding it is a great time to
follow dreams and become self-employed. The
future of franchising is undoubtedly healthy and a
new confidence in the future is now emerging.
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How Quickly
Things Change
In early March we were taking a low key approach
to our COVID-19 response, but focusing on the
safety and wellbeing of our people and clients. We
started to look at how we would close one of our
offices if circumstances changed. And then things
started to escalate remarkably quickly as the
government moved from Contain to Delay.
By the end of the first week of March we banned
all non-essential travel, cancelled any large events
or meetings and ensured visitors followed our
hygiene and isolation rules. We invoked our
Business Continuity plan and convened our
Incident Response Team consisting of our Board
and Heads of Business Services functions. From 12
March 2020 we met daily at 9.00 am.

Thinking we still had some time, we began to plan a BCP full home working test. COVID-19 had its own
timetable though and, as cases spiked across the country, we hastily moved our test to 18 March which
then actually became the first day of full-time home working for most of our people. Alongside this, we
launched our COVID-19 campaign to support our clients through the ever-changing elements of the
crisis.

Our people
From the outset, we focused on the safety and wellbeing of our staff and supporting them through this
difficult time. Dealing with the human impact was always the primary focus and we spent considerable
time listening to people’s concerns and putting in place things to mitigate those and communicating that
to everyone.
Achieving our goal of having as few people in our offices as quickly as possible required a Herculean
effort by our IT, HR, Finance and Facilities teams. Five of our eight offices were agile working already, but
the other three, and people with office based roles, weren’t equipped to work from home. We achieved
the roll out of Zoom in one day. We also needed to maintain our financial operations to keep our
business functioning. We raise in excess of 80,000 bills each year and our cashiers receive and then pay
out over £1 billion of client funds annually.
As people transitioned to working at home it was important that they were supported and safe. We
understood that managing remote teams was going to be a new experience for most. We provided
tips and suggestions for remote management and also how to deal with your teams’ and your own
mental health. We added tips to help people manage working remotely where everyone’s circumstances
and experience was very different. We encouraged everyone to maintain work/home boundaries and
reminded people of our policy that no email is to be sent at the weekends or 7pm-8am during the week.
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Continued...
Our clients
Our aim was to ensure that they knew we were working as normal so could continue to support them
and their businesses as they responded to the COVID crisis. This included the reassurance that we
were still stringent in meeting requirements around Information Security and Data Protection whilst
homeworking. We wrote and launched an upgraded process for removing paper from the office. Whilst
not relaxing any boundaries, we were able to provide clients with comfort that we had traceability and
security of all files. Our Finance team worked tirelessly to reassure clients we were still able to deal with
their funds efficiently and worked with clients to transition them to electronic payments.
Our Campaigns team developed and delivered a COVID-19 hub and campaign, including guidance, vlogs,
fireside chats. They moved all our events online within the space of two weeks. We updated clients
weekly with a roundup of key developments and changes they should be aware of.
One of these clients is the Alternative Board (TAB), who in many ways took a similar approach to us
in dealing with the issues presented by COVID-19 and the lockdown. TAB are one of the clients who
have been very proactive during lockdown and have undertaken a number of initiatives to look after and
support their franchisees. We kept in regular contact with Ed Reid and Mags Fuller, supporting them in
relation to strategic issues and a number of legal points that have arisen. The collaborative approach of
TAB reflected the approach we have been taking with clients, the local business community and other
professionals.
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Do I Need To Collaborate
With The Banks?
As we all reflect on the latest update from
the Prime Minister regarding the relaxation of
lockdown measures, many franchisors will now be
looking to adapt their processes to ensure their
businesses can not only survive, but thrive in the
environment we now find ourselves in. A factor
that all franchisors should consider should be
with regards to recruitment of franchisees moving
forwards, as the type of individual needed may
have changed with the adaptions to your business.
Additionally, the financial profile of prospective
franchisees may also have changed given the
changes in the financial landscape moving
forwards. The key to ensuring that your
franchisees will be able to successfully capitalise
their business plans is to ensure that banks and
franchisors work together to fully understand
how the changes to your business are expected to
affect the operational and financial performance
of the business. If you have not already, speak
to your banks franchise units to understand appetite and ensure that your recruitment process reflect
what would be viable in the current economic climate. Additionally, speak to franchise units about your
own finance needs as a franchisor, as your existing bankers and look to support with overdrafts, capital
repayment holidays or further funding via CBILS & BBLS.
In the 5 short years I have spent in franchising, the standout USP of the franchising industry is the
collaboration I see amongst franchisors and affiliates. This network of support is more essential now
than ever before, given how lonely it can be in business during these turbulent times. What has been
refreshing to see is how many colleagues have adapted their networking approach to utilise digital
channels to keep in touch and share best practices to support each other. Ensure that you participate
in sessions such as the BFA power hours to share the challenges your facing, as there is a wealth of
knowledge amongst the sector who can support you to overcome these.
Banks will want to understand how your businesses have operated during lockdown, or if you have not,
they will want to see what measures have been put in place to ensure that trading can resume safely.
Typically, when new franchisees come on board, they will look at the historical performance of your
network as a guide for what they can achieve. However, those projections and assumptions may have
changed given changes with social distancing, increased hygiene costs, PPE purchases etc. that will all
affect both potential turnover and margin to be achieved. Ensuring that these have been factored into
your plans is crucial to ensure that financiers can look confidently at new proposals that are submitted.
The other key development in the financing arena is the current withdrawal of the Enterprise Finance
Guarantee Scheme. Since the introduction of CBILS the British Business Bank has withdrawn the EFG
product, therefore new franchisees will need to look at larger lending on a fully secured basis with
property available as collateral. Without that, banks will be restricted in the level they can fund, currently
around £25,000 on an unsecured basis.
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bfa Customer
Experience Update
Starting a new job is always exciting, you look
forward to learning new things and relish the
challenges you might face. I never anticipated a
challenge as big as the whole country going into
lockdown and business as usual coming to a halt.

Web Listing

Over the last 12 weeks, I have held calls with
our members finding out how they have been
impacted by the current situation. Some have
been able to move to a virtual platform to
continue trading and some haven’t been able to
do this due to the nature of their business. The
one reoccurring theme from everyone I have
spoken to is, ‘we will bounce back’. It has been
great to hear the changes that have been made to
businesses, the support offered to the franchisee’s
and plans to come out of this stronger.
As restrictions are beginning to be relaxed and
we start a new ‘normal’ I wanted to let you know
what you can do with the bfa to get the most out
of your membership.

Now is a great time to make sure you are making the most out of your web listing on the bfa site. You
can personalise it to make it shout about your brand. We have the facility for video content, more
images to show your brand in action, a banner image to go along the top to personalise your listing and
the chance for you to update the information you have on there. For example; Company Overview,
Training Given and the chance to let a prospect franchisee see what a day in the life of one of your
franchisees is like. Your web listing is your brands shop window for prospect franchisees, the more
content you put on there the more a prospect can learn about your brand.

PR Opportunities
There are some great stories that have come from the last 12 months. From supporting Key Workers,
your networks and the local community. We would love to shout about this for you. If you have
anything that you think makes a great story, we are happy to upload this to our news pages, which will
in turn track back to your listing. Giving you more exposure to any prospect franchisee. We can also
reach out to external media contacts to reach a wider audience and gain more exposure for your brand.

Franchisee Membership
A few weeks ago, it was announced that we were opening Franchisee Membership for free. Over 350
franchisees have signed up for this. It is a great tool to help represent your brand further and can be
used as a support tool for your network. We can tailor the Franchisee Power Hours around the needs
of your network to help and support you. I have had some great feedback from some of our members
and also some of the franchisees that have signed up. This is a great way to support your network along
with the help of the bfa.
I am more than happy to pick up a call with you to support you with any of the above, or if you
have any suggestions on what you would like us to be working on. Please feel free to call me on
07834176168 or email me on jamessedgwick@thebfa.org
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The bfa Franchisee Community

JOIN OUR GROWING
FRANCHISEE COMMUNITY...
If your franchisor is an accredited member of
the bfa, you can join now for FREE!
Share your expertise and learn from your peers as we connect and build a growing
community amongst franchisees across the UK.

Newsletter

Support Hub

Power Hour

Representation

‘MY BFA’ is your
direct communication
for updates from
the bfa. Loaded with
top tips and industry
insights to help you
thrive in franchising.

The ‘bfa franchisee
hub’ is your online
facebook platform
to connect with
peers, promote your
businesses and engage
on a learning journey
to becoming the best
business owner you
can be.

‘Power Hour’ is
your weekly forum
to connect, share
experiences, problem
solve and obtain
expert advice from
the British Franchise
Association.

Being a member of
the bfa means you
are part of an ethical,
standards based trade
association. This
means we can protect
you and the industry
you operate in.

Click here to JOIN NOW for your FREE membership
build
together

learn
together

TRADE
together

Thrive
together

Connect, build, and grow
a community with your
franchisee peers in the
UK.
www.thebfa.org
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